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a b s t r a c t. paper defines applying of social marketing concept in the practice of food enterprises 
in slovakia and connected benefits. Under review were activities of public relations (pr) and its 
most used tools in condition of the slovak republic - event marketing, publicity and education.  
the reputation of company leads customers to the company when deciding about purchase. public 
relations create the base for an economic growth of the company and its prosperity, as well as 
the ability to survive in the fierce competition, which are considered as the economic benefits 
resulting from the application of pr activities, in the practice of food enterprises. the survey 
showed that using of chosen pr tools - events, publicity and education, offer significant benefits 
to food enterprises. social benefits resulting from implementation of pr in their practice could 
be taken as building and protecting reputation and awareness in the public eyes.

introdUction

social marketing concept is gaining an increasing importance, acceptance and ap-
plication in the business practice. various authors define this concept in different ways. 
in short, it could be described as a business base with a broader than just profit-oriented 
focus. corporate social responsibility (csr), as its integral part, is primarily mainly about 
social and environmental considerations integrated into business activities. csr is also 
about understanding the company, its activities as an integral part of the whole society and 
the life of the company as a whole [Horská et al. 2010]. the company is not just a means 
of making money, or just a provider of work for its employees. this concept points at the 
fact that companies should not be interested only on its own profitability and economic 
efficiency, but their interest and responsibility must necessarily extend to the impacts on the 
surrounding society and the environment [kleinová, Ürgeová 2011 ]. economic efficiency, 
social involvement in the community and environmental responsibility are reflected in 
triple bottom line (fig. 1) [catherwood et al. 2005].
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csr could be divided into sev-
eral areas from market-oriented 
through social to environmental one. 
this areas should influence the way 
of managing the company and com-
pany’s ability of positive responding 
to the surrounding society. every 
company on the market should de-
velop its activities not only effective, 
but ethically particularly in relation 
to its own customers, suppliers, own-
ers, competitors, and any potential 
subject in a market area [kubicová, 
kádeková 2011]. other external field 

which is necessary to aim at, covers the environment and involvement in community support 
through collaboration with non-profit organizations, government and local government as 
well as the public. the behavior of the company, its community relations and attitudes to 
environmental protection are an expression of corporate social responsibility [lušňáková 
et al. 2010]. csr is aimed at two dimensions: internal (towards internal stakeholders, em-
ployees etc.) and external (customers, partners, suppliers, competitors, local communities 
and others). interest of each company should be to build a strong position on the market, be 
more than just a strong company, and therefore to hire motivated, loyal and capable staff. 
in addition, it is necessary to build good relations with trade unions. this is the internal 
dimension of csr [zamazalová 2009].

the external dimension of csr includes mainly an area of   public relations. relations 
with public and with entities outside the company are necessity for the success of every 
business. increasing competition is forcing the companies to search for the new ways to 
improve the quality of their products, reduce costs and gain new customers in order to 
create a  long-term and proper relationship within the supply chain and customers certainly 
as well as to promote the overall competitiveness of the company on the market [shukla, 
nuntsu 2005]. ethics in this context focuses on the ethical, efficient and environmentally 
friendly treatment of customers, partners as well as competitors in every possible situation. 
although the application of these principles can be in the initial phase very expensive, 
in the medium and long term significantly helps to build confidence, overall image and 
reputation of the company. Ultimately, this helps to reduce costs and gain new customers. 
at the same time adds the value to corporate identity of company and a positive effect on 
its economic performance [marček 2003].

material and metHods

Under review of social marketing concept survey in the practice of food enterprises in 
slovakia were activities of marketing communication, mainly public relations (pr) and 
its chosen tools - event marketing, publicity and education. in order to find the solution of 
the given problem there have been analyzed information of using external csr by public 
relations. these data was important in terms of the initial analysis of the market situation. 
the actual research applying social marketing concept in the practice of food enterprises 

figure 1: tripple Bottom line
source: catherwood et al. 2005. 
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was implemented in 123 food enterprises. anonymous questionnaire survey by authors 
of this paper took place from july 2010 to january 2012 in area of the slovak republic. 
the questionnaire contained open dichotomous (choice of two variants of the answers), 
trichotomizing (three variants of the answers), but also polytomic questions (multiple 
response options), as well as some open questions.

among 219 companies listed in the official Business register [2012], the questionnaire 
was sent to 170 ones in electronic form.   the problem was the low return on these ques-
tionnaires, some companies did not complete the questionnaire because of unwillingness to 
provide information about the company, other did not reflect on our request at all. in one 
questionnaire absent completeness of the data and the questionnaire could be included in the 
final review process. electronically received questionnaires were collected in total number of 
67 questionnaires. However, this number was insufficient. 
in person we have asked another 56 companies to provide 
complete information to the questionnaire. the survey 
ultimately included 123 food enterprises from slovakia. 

when processing the statistic data, we have used sev-
eral methods of statistical evaluation, as the frequency and 
contingency tables, the absolute and relative frequencies, 
likert scale, cramer‘s v coefficient. the representative-
ness of the sample number of food enterprises has been 
tested by χ2 test of good agreement table 1 shows the re-
sults of this test. Based on a comparison of the calculated 
values   and test criteria we do not reject the null hypothesis, 
sample number of food enterprises is representative on the 
significance level alpha 0.01.

when applying nonparametric kruskal-wallis H test, 
the following hypothesis were formulated:

H0:  there is no difference in the mean values within the group, ie. are identical, 
H1:  the difference in the mean values   of the groups is statistically (highly) significant.

tested criterion H was calculated according to formula (1): 
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table 1.  χ2 test of 
Good agreement  – 

representativeness of sample 
number of food enterprises

number of food 
enterprises 

219*

result of the test  
calculated value 16.06906
table value 16.81189

* number of food enterprises in 
slovakia in 2011 according to 
vUepp
source: vUepp, authors 
calculations, output Xlstat.
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where: 
H*– the value calculated test criterion H, 
g – the number of groups with frequency more than 1, 
tj

 – abundance in these groups. 
when there is a large scale within the group, approximation is performed on the chi-

square (χ2) distribution (3): 

χ2 (α, k – 1)               (3)

if the critical value is lower than tested criterion (H, H*), we reject the null hypothesis 
H0 and confirm there are (highly) significant differences between at least one pair of mean 
values   within groups (or, if the value of p-value <0.05, respectively 0.01). 

resUlts and discUssion

our research was aimed at food enterprises in slo-
vakia. top 10 most important pr agencies in slovakia 
reported as their  best clients in 2011 following compa-
nies: nestlé slovensko, Unilever slovensko,  danone 
slovensko, coca-cola slovakia, wrigley, slovakia 
chips, dr. oetker, Heineken slovensko, kofola, Hubert 
j.e., Hyza, mccain, penam, topvar, Becherovka, pepsi-
cola sr, Hamé slovakia, teekane (tab. 2). 

these companies cover from 30 to 40% of pr agen-
cies turnover, the rest is covered by client companies 
from the other areas, particularly from the areas of trade, 
services, automotive and banking.

the aim was to point at using the most common 
tools of pr [Horská, Ürgeová 2009] as a part of social 
marketing concept in the practice of food enterprises in 
condition of slovakia: events, publicity and education. 
to to fulfill mentioned goal was established following 
hypothesis: Using of chosen PR tools- events, publicity 
and education, bring to food companies a significant 
social and economic benefits. 

Benefits of UsinG events

Using events in the food enterprises in slovakia is very popular. the most of all take 
part mainly days of open doors, christmas party, anniversary party and discussion with 
professionals. 

the benefits of using events were assessed by likert scale, where 80% of companies 
organize events, 20% of the companies do not organize events at all. 

the result of the kruskal-wallis test (tab. 3) found out the statistically significant dif-
ferences between the benefits from using the chosen events. since the calculated theoreti-

table 2. top companies Using 
pr activities in slovakia

top companies Using pr 
activities in slovakia
nestlé slovensko
Unilever slovensko
danone slovensko
coca-cola slovakia
wriGley
slovakia cHips
dr. oetker
Heineken slovensko
kofola
HUBert j.e.
Hyza
mccain
penam
topvar
BecHerovka
pepsi-cola sr
Hamé slovakia
teekane

source: authors research based on 
data from top 10 pr agencies in 
slovakia [neopublic porter... 2012]. 
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cal significance level is less than the significance level 
alpha 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis of no difference 
between the benefits in using the chosen events. the risk 
of rejection of the true null hypothesis is less than 0.01%.

Benefits of using the chosen events in questionnaire 
were expressed through a likert scale (1 – very impor-
tant, 5 – unimportant). figure 1 proofs the most compa-
nies (62.83%) agreed that „Building a good reputation“ 
is a very important benefit from using the events. to the 
most important benefits of applying events in the compa-
nies were marked also „protecting the reputation of the 
company,“ reported by 48.67% of the enterprises and the 
same number of enterprises reported a very significant 
benefit of applying the events „thanks to events, company is known by the public”. food 
enterprises had indifferent attitude to the other  benefits such as „increasing  number of 
customers”, “increasing of profit” and “increasing sales of  products”. 

table 3. results of kruskal-
wallis test – Benefits of Using 

events

kruskal-wallis test:  

k (observed value) 77.906

k (critical value) 11.070
df 5
p-value (two-tailed) < 0.0001
alpha 0.05

source: athors calculations, 
output Xlstat.

Benefits of UsinG pUBlicity

the benefits of using publicity of the company in the newspaper, tv, radio and in 
other media was assessed by likert scale.  total 94% of companies use publicity for 6  of 
all unused). Using the kruskal-wallis test was found that there were statistically signifi-
cant differences in the perception of selected benefit utilization publicity. table 4 shows 
the results of kruskal-wallis test. calculated p value is less than the specified level of 
significance alpha 0.05, which means that the null hypothesis of absence of differences 
in the perception of the benefits of using the selected publicity and the risk of rejection of 
the null hypothesis true is less than 0.01.

Graph 2 illustrates the percentages of benefits of using publicity, which is expressed 
by likert scale (1 – very important, 5 – unimportant). total 64.75% of food enterprises 
consider „Building a good reputation” as a very important contribution of using of public-

figure 1. Benefits of Using events
source: authors calculations.
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ity. as the second most important benefit of  using of 
publicity has been labelled the fact that „company is 
knows by the general public“. this was marked by 
55.74% of the enterprises. protecting the company‘s 
reputation by using of publicity is very important for 
about half of the companies (50.41%). indifferent 
attitude was noticed at  three benefits: “increasing 
number of customers, “increase sales of products“ 
and “increasing profit“. that is why the most impor-
tant aim of using of publicity is to build and protect 
reputation of the company in the public.

Benefits of UsinG edUcation in tHe company

total 87% of food enterprises use in their practice education of internal and external 
public, 13% of all food  enterprises do not use any education at all. when analyzing the 
benefits of using education, likert scale was used to reach the results also in this case. re-
sults of kruskal-wallis test confirmed statistically significant differences in the perception 

of the benefits from using education in the practice. 
the calculated p-value of kruskal-wallis test was 
lower than the specified significance level alpha 
0.05, we reject the null hypothesis of the absence 
of differences in the perception of selected benefit 
utilization publicity (tab. 5).

the percentages of benefits of using the 
employees and public education were analyzed 
through a likert scale (1 – very important, 5 – un-
important). as shown on graph 3, up to 63.64% of 
companies considered as a very important contri-

table 4: results of kruskal-wallis 
test – Benefits of Using publicity

kruskal-wallis test:  
k (observed value) 77.906
k (critical value) 11.070
df 5
p-value (two-tailed) < 0.0001
alpha 0.05

source: authors calculations, output 
Xlstat

table 5. results of kruskal-wallis test 
– Benefits of Using education

kruskal-wallis test:  
k (observed value) 77.906
k (critical value) 11.070
df 5
p-value (two-tailed) < 0.0001
alpha 0.05

source: authors calculations, output 
Xlstat.

figure 2. Benefits of Using publicity
source: authors calculations
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bution of using the education of their own employees in order to raise their qualification. 
the second and third most important benefit from using the education in the companies 
were “Building the good reputation of the company” and the fact that “employees feel 
solidarity with their company”. another significant benefit from using the education  in-
cludes “protecting the company‘s reputation”, “Building awareness of the company in the 
eyes of the public, so company is known by public” and the benefit that “customers and 
the general public know more about the company‘s products”.

conclUsions

the survey showed that using of chosen pr tools – events, publicity and education, 
offers significant benefits to food enterprises in slovakia. 80% of surveyed food enterprises 
organize  events.  social benefits resulting from implementation of pr in their practice could 
be taken as building and protecting reputation and awareness in the public eyes. total 94% 
of food enterprises in slovakia use publicity of the company in the newspaper, tv, radio and 
in other media as the strongest and most believable way to create strong and trustworthy 
reputation of the company on the market. making profit, increase number of customers or 
sales is not that important from this point of view. publicity offers more than information 
about the company, it can also rescue and save the company in the crisis situation, this 
is just question of how to communicate with employees and public, the publicity is the 
right tool to deal with this situation in the possible way. education of employees as well 
as public, use up to 87% of food enterprises in slovakia. it is rather high number, anyway 
we do believe this number should be 100%, as each company should educate at least its 
own employees. as the most important contribution of education in the food enterprises 
in slovakia is considered raising the employees qualification. By providing education to 
employees and public, these feel stronger bond with the company which leads to build-

figure 3. Benefits of Using education
source: authors calculations.
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ing of good reputation. the company can not buy a good reputation for any money. pr is 
known as the only non-profit marketing communication tool. anyway this can be argued 
because their using bring the company also economic benefits in the form of a growing 
demand for products, services, because satisfied customers who trust the company with a 
good reputation will definitely return.  the food enterprises in slovakia using pr tools the 
most are following companies: nestlé slovensko, Unilever slovensko,  danone slovensko, 
coca-cola slovakia, wrigley, slovakia chips, dr.oetker, Heineken slovensko, kofola, 
Hubert j.e., Hyza, mccain, penam, topvar, Becherovka, pepsi-cola sr, Hamé slovakia, 
teekane.  we dare say that without active using of pr tools, especially in medium and 
large companies would not be able to successfully survive in an atmosphere of increasingly 
stronger competition on the market. 
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Zdenka Kádeková, Ľudmila Nagyová

koncepcja marketinGU społeczneGo – korzyŚci wykorzystania PUBLIC 
RELATIONS w przedsięBiorstwacH BranŻy spoŻywczej na słowacji

streszczenie
w opracowaniu zaprezentowano możliwości wykorzystania koncepcji marketingu społecznego w przed-

siębiorstwach branży spożywczej na słowacji. opinia przedsiębiorstwa na rynku jest tworzona przez sposoby 
przyciąga do niego klientów i działania sprzyjające decyzji o zakupie. działania public relations (pr) tworzą 
podstawę rozwoju ekonomicznego przedsiębiorstwa i zwiększają jego możliwości konkurowania na rynku.  
wyniki badań wskazują, że zastosowanie narzędzi pr (eventy, publicity i działania edukacyjne) generuje 
znaczne korzyści dla przedsiębiorstw branży spożywczej. społecznymi efektami działań pr w praktyce są 
przede wszystkim budowa reputacji firmy oraz kreowanie świadomości konsumenta i szerszych społeczności.
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